Meet our Purple Paladins

Transcript

00:00:26:00 - 00:00:32:16
ROSIE QUINN:
Coming Up Rosies is a charity for the bald kids who have cancer and diseases.

00:00:32:21 - 00:00:39:17
JOHN HAUSLADEN:
Sneakers for Soldiers provides new, individually fitted athletic shoes to deployed combat troops on the frontlines.

00:00:40:05 - 00:00:47:13
MELANIE ISAACS:
PAL Experiences’ mission is to make venues more inclusive and accessible for guests with autism and related disabilities.

00:00:47:22 - 00:00:57:17
LIAM ELKIND:
Invisible Hands’ mission is to cultivate a community of grassroots organizers and volunteers who fight food insecurity and inaccessibility through free deliveries to those most at risk.

00:00:58:01 - 00:01:10:00
TONY WEAVER, JR.:
Mission of Weird Enough Productions is to use superheroes comic books to drive positive impact for people that don’t traditionally see themselves positively represented.

00:01:10:12 - 00:01:20:20
JOE ENGLISH:
Hope in a Box has a very simple vision, which is that every single student deserves to feel safe and welcome and included at school, regardless of their gender identity, regardless of their sexual orientation.

00:01:21:01 - 00:01:33:08
MAGGIE LIN:
The mission of Foster Nation is to engage and empower the community to help foster youth aging out of the system to become self-sufficient adults. So our goal is really to remove any barriers to success.

00:01:33:20 - 00:01:42:11
ALI BOROWSKY:
Find Your Anchor is a grassroots movement aimed at suicide prevention, awareness and education, working to help all of us see anchors in the world.

00:01:43:22 - 00:01:54:00
NANCY TREPAGNIER:
Our mission with the Go Team is to bring well-trained dogs into the community. We are helping everyday people and their pets make an incredible difference.

00:01:54:03 - 00:02:10:12
JAMES FERGUSON:
Warrior-Reunion Foundation provides reunions to units of combat veterans who deployed overseas together, to reunite, remember and renew that bond.

00:02:07:05 - 00:02:17:18
BASMA ALAWEE:
WeaveTales provide an emotional and impactful storytelling experience, where refugees can share their personal stories and journeys with others.

00:02:18:00 - 00:02:26:14
SARA CUNNINGHAM:
At Free Mom Hugs, we empower the world to celebrate the LGBTQI+ community through visibility, education and conversation.
**COLE SCANLON:**
The mission of Fair Opportunity Project is to ensure that all students across the country, across the world get a fair shot at applying to college and importantly, that they can also afford it.

**KIM HANNEY:**
Our mission at Digs is to elevate the lives of the families transitioning from homelessness by providing them with a fully furnished space. Everything from linens, knick-knacks, big furniture, small furniture, you name it, we use it in their homes.

**BROOKE BENNETT:**
The mission of Women in Training is to end period poverty by providing menstrual and hygiene items to girls, women, and non-binary youth.